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		            ExploreThe New JAI

		  		            Go-X Series

		            
          Go-X Series cameras are built using JAI’s proven manufacturing process that has delivered field failure rates of less than two cameras per thousand over the last five years. They’re designed to withstand the shock, vibration, and thermal demands of typical industrial environments so they can keep critical inspection systems running – day and

night, all year round.
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		            Photoneo Camera Technology

		  		            Robotic Vision Ready to Go to Work

		            
          The Photoneo PhoXi 3D Scanner is your go-to scanner when looking for high-resolution and high-accuracy scanning of static scenes.
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		            Understand the World In 3D

		  		            INTEL DEPTH TECHNOLOGY

		            
          Protect your Intel RealSense camera and receive free in house assembly when all components are purchased through Saber1.
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		            Robust Communications Link

		  		            Camera Link

		            
          Camera Link is a hardware specification that standardizes the connection between cameras and frame grabbers. It defines a complete interface which includes provisions for data transfer, camera timing, serial communications, and real time signaling to the camera.
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		            Ruggedized High-Resolution Lenses

		  		            IDEAL FOR 3D APPLICATIONS

		            
          These high resolution lenses are optimized for the widely used 4 megapixel CCDs with micro-lenses on the sensor surface. Their special optical design prevents unwanted shading on the sensor, thereby facilitating extremely homogeneous brightness distribution combined with high imaging performance.
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		            World's Leading Interface Standard

		  		            CoaXPress

		            
          CoaXPress combines the traditional simplicity of coaxial cable with state of the art high-speed serial data technology. The combination of these two features – coaxial cable and “express” speed – provides a highly desirable solution for high-speed imaging and data transmission.
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		            New from Saber1

		  		            Industrial Camera Configurator

		            
          Use our industrial camera configurator to help you find the perfect machine vision camera for your application.

          
		            Use Configurator
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		            Rapid Response to Your Inquiry!

		  		            Responsive Tech Support

		            
          Responsive technical support meets the needs and requirements in a variety of industries.
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		            Purchase All Components from Saber1

		  		            FOR FREE IN HOUSE ASSEMBLY 
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		            Global Standard

		  		            USB3 Vision™ 

		            
          The USB3 Vision standard specifies how to format, stream, and control the transfer of the imaging and video data over the bus, and includes a methodology for inter-operating with software applications and SDKs on the host computer.
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		     The Industry’s Leading Machine Vision Cameras

Solve complex imaging tasks quickly and easily with machine vision cameras optimized for today’s digital environment. We make it easy to find the imaging products you need, including enclosures/mounts, cables, lenses and more, all enhanced with the industry’s most innovative features. Shop today and experience advanced machine vision in action.

Do More with Industrial Cameras

We offer a wide range of industrial cameras designed to suit even the most ambitious of commercial needs. Browse cameras from the industry’s top manufacturers and find your perfect device. No matter your task, you’ll find an industrial camera that’s ready to go to work.

Industrial Imaging When and Where You Need It

Experience the difference that high-quality industrial imaging makes. See more, do more and make more informed decisions off of your imaging with cameras bolstered with the best image processing capabilities on the market.

Product Catalog
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           FLIR Thermal Cameras - Screen Elevated Body Temperature

		            
          

		            
          

          
          IMPERX CCD Tiger Line - Rugged, Industrial, High-Res
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          What is your Vision Mission?
Saber1 Technical Sales guides your team step-by-step to the best vision system configuration for your specification needs.

          
          

		          Contact Sales
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          Get in Touch

Saber1 Technologies, LLC

225 Stedman St., Bldg. 15

Lowell, Massachusetts 01851

Phone: (978) 244-0490

Fax: (978) 244-0491

Contact Us
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